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Elevator/quick pitch (15 to 30 seconds)
Social pitch (one to two minutes)
Media pitch (five minutes)

Pitch often and to those whom you don’t know.
Determine who your ideal listener is, and craft your pitch based on what you
would want him to know.
Make it conversational and unique.
Consider making predictions about what the future holds or busting a popular
myth.
Include case studies and personal stories.
Time yourself to no more than 30 seconds (65-95 words, depending on how fast

Include a call to action. What do you want the listener to do once they have heard

Create a memory hook that appeals to all of the basic senses. Or better yet, make

Practice! Practice! Practice! Know your pitch by heart.
Project. Speak clearly so that you can be heard.
Smile. Act enthusiastic and you’ll be enthusiastic. If you don’t show us that you
believe in what you do, neither will we.
Finish strong; if you rush, your memory hook fades in your haste to finish and ends

Create a version of your pitch that can be tweeted (140 characters or less).
Train your staff and practice groups to pitch effectively.

       you speak).

       your pitch?

       people laugh. (With you, not at you!)

       up sounding like an apology . . . not good!

Your claim to fame: what service do you provide?
The problem and your solution: what pain or suffering does yourservice alleviate?
Your mission: why do you care about your service? What is your larger goal?
Practice/revise/practice again.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Your quick pitch is your most poignant form of permission marketing. Its sole
purpose is to get the listener to say “tell me more.” When he does, you have
permission to converse in depth about your service to a now willing audience.

Quick Pitching Tips

QUICK PITCH
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1. Your name and what you do
2. Your authority
3. The problem/pain
4. The solution/gain
5. Your authentic why (why do you do what you do?) and
6. Your reputation (what your clients say about you)

Deliver it at least three times a day.
Teach it to your family and to your staff.
Deliver it while driving your car or in line at the grocery store.
Watch and listen to how it lands and revise it again.
Tape it to your bathroom mirror and to your refrigerator door. Keep a copy on

Deliver it to your prospective clients. Deliver it to your referral sources. Deliver it at
events. Deliver it to other collaborative professionals. Deliver it to anyone who will
listen.

Social Pitching Tips

       your dashboard. (Only refer to it at stoplights.) Learn it by heart.

Pitching at the wrong time or in the wrong place, as when the listener is rushed,

Pitching before you have taken the time to establish rapport by sharing a joke, a

Pitching in a confusing, unclear way filled with jargon.
Pitching when you do not have credibility.
Not being extraordinary or passionate about what you are pitching.
Forgetting to include a call to action.
Not pitching often enough.

Pitching Errors

       distracted, or feels that it is an inappropriate time for you to deliver your pitch.

laugh, a personal story, etc.

SOCIAL PITCH

This is what you use at the cocktail party and at the networking event. What is your
social pitch comprised of?

What’s the universal constant in the pitch of the collaborative professional? People
should understand that they have a choice, that there is a conscious decision to make
about which divorce path to take, that there are many courtless divorce process
options.
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1. First, provide a remarkable service.
2. Then, accelerate awareness of who you are and the value your services provide,
by attending events and sharing.
3. When you attend events, show an authentic interest in those with whom you
converse. How? Listen actively; ask questions. Connect. Find out how you can help
those with whom you connect.
4. Then follow up. Relentlessly. Schedule lunch, send materials you discussed, etc.

 
1) Service organizations
2) Charitable organizations
3) Business oriented groups
4) Professional organizations
5) Referral organizations
6) Religious organizations
7) Other organizations and groups

Then what?
1) Join
2) Volunteer for a committee
3) Volunteer for a position
4) Host a meeting
5) Present
6) Lead
7) Mentor
8) Fill a gap, if there is one.

Where do you pitch and how do you deliver your pitch? The answer is through
networking, also known as word-of-mouth marketing.

What’s the goal of such marketing? Referrals. Referrals result most often from
established relationships. People refer to professionals they know, like, and trust. So,
build mutually beneficial relationships. “How can I help you and your business?” “Tell
me more about your referral sources. Do I know any whom I can refer to you? Can I
introduce you?”
 
Schedule a one-to-one with each person with whom you connect. Discuss his
business, your practice, how he can help you, and how you can help him. Why should
he care about CP? Identify your best referral sources, your first responders. Ask how
you can help them.

How can you refer them business?
How do you find new referral sources?
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1) Spread the CP word
2) Waive confidentiality
3) Interviews afterwards
4) Double teaming and shadowing by newly trained professionals
5) Test team models

1) Use as testimonials.
2) Post on YouTube.
3) Post on your website.
4) Post on your practice group’s website.
5) Post everywhere.

What else? Pro bono. Low bono. Streamlined. Fixed Price. Why? In exchange for free
or limited services, clients agreed to:

Why? Send press releases about your pro bono divorces. Write articles, blog, and
tweet about them. (Publish.) Video record interviews of your satisfied clients.



PUBLISHING BASICS
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Publishing frequently on a subject gives the author credibility. Credibility is the ability
to write clear and compelling blogs, articles, tweets, and books that people will read,
relate to, and share with others.
 
Writing helps you learn and understand your subject better, which again leads to
credibility because you will come across as more knowledgeable when you discuss
your subject.

Who is your reader? First, construct an avatar of your perfect reader or picture a real
person whom you want your words to reach. What does she want to know? Identify
the burning questions this reader wants answered. Is it someone thinking about
getting divorced? Is it someone else who practices collaboratively? For the
collaborative practitioner, your audience is not only the ideal client (who is getting
divorced, has children, has assets and liabilities, and earns enough to afford a
collaborative divorce), but also other collaborative professionals (including other
attorneys, mental health practitioners, and financial professionals), and other
professionals who may be interested in practicing collaboratively.
 
What do you offer that’s unique? Every piece you write should offer your distinctive
take on CP. There’s no point in being a clone of an existing CP personality. No one has
yet written your book. Your perspective is yours alone.
 
What’s the specific next step you want your reader to take right after she puts down
your book or finishes reading your article? Include a call to action in every piece you
write.
 
Where do you publish? It is important that you publish in a place where your ideal
reader will read. You don’t want to publish your article on the benefits of collaborative
practice in Modern Dog Magazine (unless it is about the pain of losing a beloved pet
in the conventional courtroom divorce process).
 
How often do you publish? You should publish as often and as consistently as
possible, while still offering fresh, quality content. You don’t have to post every day,
but you should post at least a couple of times each per week. Keep track of how
many readers and comments you get based on the day and time you post.
 
Set aside a specific hour each day to write. If possible, avoid using a writing service. If
you must, be sure that it is not a ghost writer situation. Instead, it should be a true
collaboration.
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On your own TV show;
On your own radio show;
On YouTube or Google Hangout;
With your own newspaper article;
With your magazine or e-zine article;
On your own website;
On your own podcast;
As a guest on someone else’s podcast;
As a guest on a talk radio show;
As a guest on TV;
Quoted in someone else’s magazine article; or
As a guest blogger on someone else’s website.

How often are you featured in the media?
 

PUBLISHING TIPS

Imagine the avatar of your perfect reader. This may be your perfect client, or it
might be someone else, like a referral source or a partner who serves the same
clients as you do but with a different service.
Identify the big, burning question that your avatar wants answered. In
collaborative practice, it might be how to obtain a kinder and gentler divorce. It
might also be how to assist those involved in domestic disputes in a more positive,
less stressful way for all involved.
Offer a unique perspective. Write about something in your profession that bothers
you. For example, the way children are treated in the traditional divorce system
and the impact that it can have for years to come. Take a stand and become
known for what you stand for.
Always include the specific next step that you want your readers to take right after
they finish reading.
Publish in the appropriate journals. Be sure to appeal to the journal’s scope and
aim. Always follow the journal’s rules and procedures.
Get featured as a contributor in a relevant magazine.
Post regularly and consistently.
Create a weekly editorial calendar; plan your blog schedule. 
When blogging, use key words to increase search engine optimization.
Always employ good grammar, syntax, and spelling.
Be choosy, but realistic when submitting articles to journals for publication.
Take positive criticism well and apply it.
Write a white paper (an authoritative report giving information or proposals on an
issue) on the future of your profession. Carry professionally designed and printed
copies with you, and hand them out when appropriate. Also, post it on-line, on
both your website and social media discussion groups.
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Record detailed information about a project on which you are working, and after a
month has passed, or significant progress has been made, prepare a report
showing the progress made and your impact, as well as any testimonials you’ve
received about it.
Document cases you’ve worked, including interviews of those involved.
Create your book map (an outline of the entire book) early, but revise it often, as
your experiences during the writing process impact it.
Create a map for each chapter.
Understand that no one has already written the book you will write, the book by
you. Write your book. Aim for 35,000 words.
Organize your blogs and articles into the map of your book; expand any that
require additional discussion to fit as chapters into your book, 3000 (1000-5000)
words for each chapter.
In fact, review your writings of any kind over the last year, including letters to
clients, letters to counsel, pleadings, documents, handouts of any kind, etc., to
determine whether they might function as chapters in your book.
Decide whether to publish conventionally (traditional publishing), publish
cooperatively (hybrid publishing), or self-publish.[1]
Find an editor with whom you can, someone who understands who you are and
who complements your existing writing abilities, and who comes recommended
by other writers.
When designing your cover, start with fiverr.com.
Request a foreword. Start with the perfect person for the book by you, even if he’s
a celebrity or at the top of his industry. If you don’t ask, he can’t say “yes.”
When you request the foreword, send him a presentable draft of the book, as well
as a suggested draft of his foreword.
Request testimonials. Same rules for testimonials as for forewords. Or interview
your clients for testimonials.
Publish your book. There’s no time like the present, so just get started already!
If you feel that it’s too big a job to do for you alone, reach out to another author
who’s willing to mentor you in the writing of your book.2    
Failing to write to your avatar;     
Offering stale material;    
Failing to let your avatar know how you want him to proceed;     
Failing to abide by a journal’s rules and procedures;     
Posting less that once a week;     
Using poor grammar, syntax, and spelling;
Simply submitting your article to the most prestigious journal without

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Taking criticism poorly.   
Failing to ask the best people for your foreword or for your testimonials.
Giving up before reaching out to an author-mentor.

 

[1] Contact Open Palm Press (Joryn@OpenPalmPress.com) for details on hybrid
publishing.
[2] Consider reaching out to me, as I have mentored numerous would-be authors.
Joryn@OpenPalmPress.com.
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Failing to write to your avatar;
Offering stale material;
Failing to let your avatar know how you want him to proceed;
Failing to abide by a journal’s rules and procedures;
Posting less that once a week;
Using poor grammar, syntax, and spelling;
Simply submitting your article to the most prestigious journal without considering
which journals your ideal reader reads most often; and 
Taking criticism poorly.
Failing to ask the best people for your foreword or for your testimonials.
Giving up before reaching out to an author-mentor.

PUBLISHING ERRORS
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PRESENTATION BASICS



Are you confident in communicating your mission and your vision persuasively, to
“spread the word” to more than one person at a time? The more knowledge you have
about your subject, the more confident you will be.
 
 Speak to groups. Guest on podcasts. Appear on radio and TV. 
 
1.  Ask friends who belong to groups if they need speakers.
2.  Contact podcast interviewers and offer to guest on their podcast.
3.  Call professionals who host TV and radio shows and offer to appear.
4.  Follow up on your press releases with media marketing personnel.
5.  Send out your media pitch.

Develop your media pitch.
 
1.  Don’t pitch yourself; pitch CP.
2.  Pick a topic in the news and focus on how collaborative practice impacts it or
would impact it.
3.  Position yourself as the expert on it.

Media pitch:
 
1.  Intro
2.  Platform
3.  Thoughts
4.  Close
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Typical order of a speaking event:
 
1. Introduction

a. Tell them what you’re going to tell them.
b. Start strong with a shocking fact, a funny joke, or an inspiring quote so that you
capture their attention immediately.

2. Body
a. Tell them.
b. Repeat your important points. You don’t need many key points. Three is
sufficient; four is arguably too many. Keep the message simple, not simplistic. 
c. Be cognizant of your time limit.

3. Q & A
a. Answer the question.
b. If you don’t know the answer to a question, tell the inquirer that you will look
into it and contact him directly with the answer.

4. Conclusion
a. Remind them what you told them.
b. Decide on the ending before you start writing. Then aim for your goal.
c.  Finish strong, tying your conclusion to something that you said in your
introduction.

Develop a personal speaking style. 
 
1.  Be enthusiastic and informative. 
2.  Speak loudly and clearly.
3.  Don’t lecture. Be conversational.
4.  Joke only if you are comfortable doing so and it is appropriate. Humor is much
easier and more natural for most folks, but, again, only if appropriate.
5.  Use the room, but don’t pace.
6.  Look your audience in the eyes.
7.  Avoid fidgeting, mumbling, and slouching.
8.  Talk in threes because short term memory handles information better in segments
of three to four, like three reasons, three tips, three bullet points, etc.
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Prepare! The more prepared you are, the more comfortable you’ll be. Have a clear
idea of what your key messages are. Include the latest research and findings to
keep your presentation fresh.
Establish rapport with the audience early. Tell a personal story. Make eye contact.
Be likeable.
Know your subject matter, including recent changes. Be clear about your
message.
Practice! Practice in front of a mirror. Record yourself and play it back. Does your
voice sound enthusiastic? If not, fix that. Practice in front of friends and family. Be
open to their critiques.
Develop your personal style. Speak loudly and clearly. Be confident and
enthusiastic.
Know your audience, including their race, gender, ethnicity, and education level.
Ensure that the subject matter is relevant to them. 
Only tell jokes if your subject matter is suitable and joking is appropriate to the
audience, and if you are comfortable doing so. Natural humor is easier than jokes
for most of us to employ, but, again, be careful that you don’t accidentally insult
your audience.

PRESENTATION TIPS

PUBLISHING ERRORS
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Know what is expected of you. How formal do you need to be? What technology
and aids are you expected to use, if any? What is the appropriate dress?
Be cognizant of time. Do not start early or end late.
Know your venue. Can you walk around? Does it have the capability of supporting
your technology? Is it so large that you will need a microphone? Is there easy
parking, or should you arrive extra early?
Arrive early to avoid unnecessary stress.
Perform relaxation techniques before your presentation like breathing, listening
to music, or exercising.
Have water readily available.
Use technology and props only if you are comfortable doing so. But don’t be
dependent upon them.
Become comfortable with PowerPoint or similar programs because it will improve
your overall presentation. Employ visuals (cartoons, photos, and diagrams) to
enhance your audience’s ability to recall your message.
Tell stories.
Employ film clips, when relevant. Same reason.
Employ handouts to help visual learners absorb your subject matter. Additionally,
most people want something that they can take with them.
Enroll in a public speaking class.
Attend other presentations and note what you like. Emulate it. Note what you
don’t like and avoid doing it.
Be passionate.
Ask your audience questions; involve them in the event. Even if they don’t raise
their hands, considering how they would respond involves them.
Study body language and employ it.
Give goodies/gifts.
Supply 3x5 blank cards at tables for questions – ask guests to include their names
on the cards so that you can call them by name. 
Smile!

PRESENTATION TIPS
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Not starting strong.
Apologizing and self-criticizing.
Criticizing others.
Reading directly from notes or slides.
Speaking in a monotone.
Speaking too slowly or too quickly.
Using props and technology with which you are not comfortable.
Using too many slides or slides with too much information and/or font that is too
little.
Telling inappropriate jokes.
Cursing.
Lecturing.
Mumbling.
Slouching.
Fidgeting.
Pacing.
Turning your back on the audience.

Create a speakers’ bureau.
 
A collaborative speakers’ bureau is a core group of speakers who can knowledgeably
discuss collaborative dispute resolution, both with the professionals who wish to
practice it and with the members of the public who may wish to handle their legal
matters collaboratively and who should be informed as to its availability. The purpose
is to provide a panel of speakers who are available to educate both the public, as well
as other allied professionals, getting the word out about collaborative practice to a
broader audience, and to arrange for appropriate speaking engagements for those
speakers in various venues across the community in which the practice group
engages its clientele.  

Who should these professionals address? Groups of:
 
1. First responders
2. Parents 
3. Grandparents 
4. Specialty service providers
5. Collaborative service providers

PRESENTATION ERRORS
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Now what?
 
When you’ve arranged to present, then what? Create PowerPoints. Pull together
some handouts. Include personal stories of collaborative successes. And issue press
releases about speaking events. Write articles, blog, and tweet about it.
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PROFILE BASICS



Your personal brand should be conspicuous, visible, and easily identified, both on-line
and in traditional media. Here are the steps to making that happen, in a nutshell.
More on all of the following inside.
 
First, script your mission statement, a formal summary of the aims and values of your
company. It is a present-based statement designed to convey a sense of why your
business exists to both members of the company and the external community. 
 
Answer the following questions:
 
1. What do we do?
2. How do we do it?
3. Whom do we do it for?
4. What value are we bringing?
5. Why does my business exist?
 
Now write your vision, a declaration of an organization’s objectives, ideally based on
economic foresight, intended to guide its internal decision-making. It is future-based
and meant to inspire and give direction to the employees of the company, rather
than to customers. Answer:
 
1.  Where do I see my business going?
2.  What does my company hope to achieve? 
3.  Who is my target customer base?
4.  What do we want to do for them?

As of this writing, here are the influential and authoritative social media platforms
that exist today. These are the platforms to which you should pay attention in
creating your profile. Be aware that the internet is changing so fast today that, by the
time you get your copy of this book, not all of these may be as dominant as they are
now, and one or more may have been replaced. And not all of them will cater to your
audience:

Twitter
Facebook

LinkedIn (professionals)
Instagram
YouTube

Pinterest (younger crowd)
Google Hangout (already on the decline)

AVVO (lawyers only)
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Testimonials are important because people tend to follow other similarly-situated
people.
A good testimonial is specific as to who wrote it and what problem the service
solved for them.
It is not vague or gushing.
If you talk with your customers often, you’ll be able to spot and extract good
testimonials.
Don’t just ask for a testimonial but walk the person through the steps required to
hit the most important traits of their great testimonial.
Never post a testimonial until you’ve received permission from the giver to do so.

How to obtain your best written and video testimonials:
 

Among other things, ask:
o  What frustrated you before using our service?
o  Describe the moment you knew you had made the right choice with our service.
o  What did we do to prove to you that you were getting real value out of our
service?

Use keywords for search engine optimization.
Be human. Be likeable and relatable.
Know your audience, and appeal to them.
Be unique. Don’t just repeat what everyone else is saying.
Ask for feedback from your readers to ascertain what content you should write.
Build anticipation early so that the reader wants to keep reading.
Link to other relevant content.
Stay on topic.
Blog at least once a week.

How to write a blog:
 

Use your 140 characters wisely.
Keep it conversational, like you’re talking to a good friend.
Avoid business jargon.
Be entertaining and/or informative.
Make it hareable. It should have a purpose. It should be helpful, funny,
newsworthy,or inspiring.
Use links, pictures, videos, or quotes.
Respond to comments.

How to write a tweet:
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PROFILE TIPS

PROFILE ERRORS

Share your personal story, including your successes, and what you have learned
from your failures.
Develop a clear message for which you are known. A motto or a slogan is useful in
this regard.
Ensure that your profile reflects your mission and vision clearly.
Spend money on a professionally-created website.
Set up consistent, professional profiles on all major websites. Include a well-
written biography, professional photos, and strategic keywords. Be meticulous.
These profiles will be many people’s first experience with you, and you never get a
second chance to make a good first impression.
Secure your name and business name on the major social websites. Secure the
URL of your names.
Your profile should be easy to find, both on-line and in traditional media. 
You should constantly adapt it as your cause evolves.
Create content often. Post photos and videos. Blog at least weekly, and post to
your social media sites at the same time. Tweet daily.
Be sure that you are posting on relevant and popular platforms like
LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, etc.
Comment on blogs that are related to your industry so that you position yourself
correctly and come up in appropriate subject areas when people Google your
name.
Increase the number of people with whom you are connected on social media.
Belong to collaborative practice groups. Be a board member. Join committees
and subcommittees. Speak at industry events and in panel discussions.
Create brochures for your services. (Yes, your divorce services.)
Invest in regular training and development for yourself.
Your profile should demonstrate your uniqueness.
Be relatable. 
Deal with negative reviews immediately, either by politely responding or by
having them removed as quickly as possible.
Improve your SEO so that you appear on page one of relevant Google searches.
Don’t forget to subtly encourage your followers to reasonable calls to action, like
buying your books or attending your presentations.

Having a profile that is not conspicuous;
Having a profile that does not accurately reflect your mission and vision;
Not dealing with negative reviews immediately;
Not being a member of important groups in your field;
Failing to adapt as your cause evolves; and
Not setting yourself apart from everyone else.
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PARTNERSHIP BASICS



Affiliate partners are paid a commission to recommend your services.
Brand partners make you look good, like a celebrity endorsement.
Operational partners assist you to deliver a better service to more people by
helping to perform the work that you cannot do on your own.
Product partners supply you with additional products that add value to your
business. They increase your capacity to deliver value and solve problems for your
clients.
Financial partners provide the financial resources to scale your enterprise. 
Mission partners work to help you further your mission, usually because their
mission is either the same as or aligned with yours.

Form strategic alliances with referral sources, with first responders, with collaborative
divorce teams, and with other collaborative influencers who can all help change the
way the world gets divorced faster.
 
Typesof partnerships:
 

Your relatives; 
Your friends and neighbors;
Your employees;
Collaborative teammates;
Collaborative lawyers;
Other lawyers;
Collaborative facilitators;
Other mental health practitioners;
Collaborative FPs;
Other FPs;
Former clients;
Personal care technicians;
Religious organizations; and
Other first responders.lp you further your mission, usually because their mission is
either the same as or aligned with yours.

Form relationships with active referral partners and first responders.
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Always have your business cards handy to pass out.
When you receive a business card, immediately follow up and set up a lunch or
something similar.
Ask your current clients for referrals. Offer a discount or credit if your client refers a
new client to you. At the very least, send a handwritten thank you note; so few
people do these days, that such a gesture will really stand out.
Look for professionals on-line, especially through LinkedIn, and reach out to them.
Stand out from the crowd so that others want to partner with you.
Be clear to your referral network about who your ideal client is.

Develop relationships with referral partners.

Actively refer your clients to other appropriate service providers.
Nurture your relationships with your partners by getting to know them on a more
personal level. Take them to lunch. Show interest in them.
Do a good job and be friendly so that people want to refer to you.
Seek partnerships with businesses in fields that compliment yours.
Show your appreciation when a partner refers a new client to you. Send a thank-
you note. Take the partner out to lunch.

Support your ongoing relationships with these referral partners.

Access people with the skills, talents, and resources that you need for your
business to succeed but for which your time would be more wisely spent
elsewhere.
Ask for referrals, especially right after someone has complimented your work.
Recommend and resell other people’s products and services, and encourage
those businesses to do the same for you.
If you realize that someone in your referral network is not performing at your level,
disassociate from him or her so that your reputation isn’t impacted.
Be the type of person and run the type of business to which you would want to
refer others.
Get endorsed by a bigger brand than yours.
Foster a spirit of partnership in your team by treating your employees and others
around you with the same level of respect you would treat a business partner.     
Not actively pursuing referral partnerships;
Being rude. You never know to whom you’re talking and the
connections he may have;
Doing a bad job;
Not showing appreciation for referrals; and
Not honing all of your five marketing fortes, from Pitch to Publish, from Present to
Profile, all the way through to Partnership.

PARTNERSHIP TIPS
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One must focus on strengthening these faculties, your fortes, in order; one feeds into
the next. Until you are able to confidently and effectively pitch, you won’t know your
subject matter well enough to publish regularly about it. Publishing often increases
your knowledge and memory of a subject, making you a better presenter. Presenting
will improve your profile, and when you have an impressive profile, more remarkable
colleagues will want to partner with you.
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